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Abstract 
Word of mouth is an efficient and effective means for spreading 

expressions about the company or brand, which can be achieved 

through numerous factors identified in this study. This quantitative 

study is based on questionnaire, exposed to the customers who are fond 

of shopping and are explained with every question to ensure the 

validity of the instrument. The responses are presented and analyzed 

through Descriptive stats and Chi-Square test by SPSS to see the 

relationship among the qualitative variables. Caring behavior, 

popularity, quality and personal connection contribute to generate a 

sense of trust in the company/brand/sale representative. Trust once 

gained truly backed by the IVs of this study told above, will lead to 

create positive word of mouth by the simple majority of customers at 

least, and the elegant financial results and loyalty of customers can be 

achieved efficiently. Whichever segment is extrovertly social, the 

outcomes of this research can be better generalized there. 

 

I. Introduction   

 Word of Mouth Communication is emerged in the marketing journalism lately 

(Anderson, 1998; Gilly etal. 1998; Money et al., 1998). The communication in which the 

potential customer is directly interacted with other people verbally which can be friends, 

family and sales representatives is identified as Word Of Mouth (WOM).  Word of mouth 

is a word of that actual customer or other which give recommendation just as an informal 

communication. WOM is a phenomena by which consumer received information related 

to any organization and their offering. WOM which is positive is now known like a 

categorically precious tool for the promotion of a firm’s brand and service. Because of 

non-commercial temperament, WOM communications is seen by way of fewer 
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uncertainties than business-initiated promotional hard work (Herr et al., 1991). It may be 

considered that a company can be biased regarding their product because their purpose is 

to generate maximum profit but our friends and family are not perceived to be biased 

with the product, so they always give us the appropriate right information about any 

particular product. WOM is same like advertisement which increases the sales volume by 

attaining maximum customer and also by targeting potential customer, but WOM is very 

much less costly than  that of advertisement (TV, Print). It is effective more than 

advertisement could be. Now what could be the different ways through which positive 

word of mouth can be generated? Many different ways are available to generate a 

Positive Word of Mouth. Obviously, by satisfying the customer positive WOM will be 

generated. More Precisely any good remarks from a pleased customer can be beneficial 

for the companies’ sale whereas any bad remarks from a displeased customer can be bad 

for companies’ sale. It has been practice that WOM influence on the customers is really 

considerable when they are going to get new products because of positive WOM 

similarly they switch from their brand or product after getting false information through 

WOM. That’s why organizations are working on Customer Relationship Management 

(CRM) to make a bond with their customers, which will be helpful in retaining them. 

Organizations collect the information of customer and collect a data base which then they 

use to make a relation with their customer. WOM is generated through advertisement, by 

satisfying customer and through social media. World Wide Web is an effective source 

through which it is become easy to pass the WOM to others, as friend, family, and 

organization’s official accounts which provides an ease to interact with each other.  

 

 Similarly, another effective way to generate Positive WOM is through Employee-

customer Relationship. Unfortunately, the opportunity has been ignored to influence 

customer WOM behavior to create employee-customer relational bonds (Gremler D.D et 

al., 2001). Employees who deal with the customers are encouraged by the organization 

and management to personally reveal attention and care towards customers to be their 

friends. Major achievement of Harley-Davidson may be recognized by the positive Word 

of Mouth which is originated from the customer and employee relationship (Gremler D.D 

et al., 2001). The main element of the employee-customer relationship is trust and the 

reliability and integrity of the employee towards its customer, which has a great impact 

on WOM behavior of customer. When the employee gets personally attached with the 

customer it will create a favorable environment and the customer share his/her feed back 

or any problem facing by customer. Even due to this pleasant relationship, customer will 

like to come again for repurchases and also spread the WOM positively to others. So, 

while doing work and at the point of selling employee with is actually trained by their 

manager or supervisor according to the Organization strategy of CRM will be beneficial 

for the goodwill of organization or product. The trust and familiarity will be developed 

among the employee-customer relationship which will generate a positive word-of-

mouth, which is now becoming an effective low costly way of spreading the information 

and good WOM as compare to traditional advertising and promotion efforts.  

  

 This study will also be helpful in insuring that the new marketing thought (word-

of-mouth) is very much less expensive than of those old traditional ways and can be a 

part of a long lasting relation with customers. This study is been specially conducted for 

the people of Pakistan. It is been surveyed that WOM is remained how much influential 

in Pakistan. That’s why it is related to the behavior of the people of Pakistan and their 

response to it. Although many researches are done in different developed and developing 
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countries but the behavior changes among nations and people of different areas with their 

own norms and values. The distinction of the study may become clearer by developing an 

understanding with the objective of the study. 

 

 The study’s objective is to prove the effectiveness of word-of-mouth in targeting 

the potential customer and a way through which WOM can be generated effectively. To 

indentify the factors which affect the perception of the consumer to generate positive 

word of mouth.  

 

 The study identifies the factors which determine the positive word of mouth which 

would be helpful in retaining the existing and targeting the potential customer. There are 

different studies conducted on this topic in the diversified societies. To continue further, 

the summary of different studies is hereby precisely discussed which may lead to develop 

a better understanding about the topic and assist in developing a better conceptual 

understanding of the variables of the study. 

 

 Gremler et al. (2001) had work on creation of positive WOM through customer 

employee relationship. Author use the methodology of sampling by asking the 

respondents through a questionnaire. From these two respondents sampling the 

researchers conclude that the employee customer relationship can significantly affect 

their WOM behavior and will be a cause of generation of positive WOM. Trusov et al., 

(2009) conclude the consequence of word-of-mouth versus traditional marketing through 

using the methodology of finding the effect of WOM through an internet social 

networking site is useful tool. Authors make a comparison of empirical study and 

analyzing the social site for the creation of WOM and conclude that using the WOM 

marketing by using the technology (social networking) is beneficial. This certificates also 

to speak the short and long run comparative effectiveness of WOM.  

  

 Maxham (1999) had exposed the effect on user liking and positive word of mouth 

through service recovery by using the methodology of sampling and asking them about 

their reaction on poor service and good service. From this, the author concludes that on 

providing the good recovery service the customer will be satisfied and also do the 

positive WOM. File and Prince (1992) had suggested the creation of positive WOM 

towards perception of consumer satisfaction and buyer behavior by using the 

methodology of personal interview, by conducting 325 telephone interviews and 

collected the data. Authors conclude that how much important WOM is for the buyer’s 

behavior and helpful in decision making.  

 

 Writz and Chew (2002) had work on the effectiveness of incentives and 

satisfaction that tie strength on WOM behavior. Authors used the methodology of 

conducting the surveys by asking questionnaire and revealed that from all these variables 

the WOM generation will be positive. Molinari et al., (2008) had work on various 

elements like quality, value and satisfaction which effects the repurchase and positive 

WOM behavior in a B2B services circumstance. Authors used methodology of pilot 

study and do the survey by asking students of MBA and conclude the result that there is 

major relationship of incentives, quality, satisfaction and value in re-purchases. Laczniak 

et al., (2001) had work on Consumers' Reactions towards Negative WOM 

Communication. Authors used the methodology of paper type questionnaire by asking it 
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form undergraduate students of sample 181 and suggested form their study that the 

influence of negative WOM on consumers is seemingly significant.  

 

 Libai et al. (2010) had work on C2C Communications: Widening the area of Word 

of Mouth Study. The study was based on the literature view and rich data from the 

internet sites and on the basis of all the previous study they put their focus on their 

selected research question about the C2C interacting. Authors find that they had drawn 

various interesting directions for potential study that will produce further understandings 

for the researchers in developing a deeper conceptualization of C2C interactions. 

Ranaweera and Prabhu (2003) had work on the consumer liking and trust as factors of 

consumer retention and positive Word of mouth. Authors used the methodology of 

qualitative interviews by doing surveys in different areas. By which they had conclude 

that satisfaction and trust are closely associated. Eugene W. Anderson (1998) had work 

on WOM and customers satisfaction. The researcher used the methodology of success 

oriented model by receiving the data from two survey research projects (NQRC) and 

(SCCB). Researcher concludes that WOM is affected by the consumer satisfaction, could 

be different in different areas.  

 

 Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) had work on The Consequence of WOM on Sales 

regarding the online book selling. Authors used the methodology of collecting data from 

the two public websites and took the sample of 3587 books and conclude that purchaser 

word of mouth directly affects the consumer purchasing behavior on Internet retail sites. 

Sweeney et al., (2006) had work on the effectiveness of word of mouth from the 

prospective of receiver. Authors used the methodology of conducting the research from a 

focus group of around 54 participants in 4 participants in each single focus group and 

suggested that this research will be used as a promotional tool for the organization to 

avail its benefits from systematically generated WOM. By having a look on the work 

previously done related to the under study topic, the study’s distinction and gap must be 

more patent. 

 

II. Data Sources and Research Methodology 
 This is a quantitative type of study at its base, because it attempts to measure the 

attitudes of respondents towards a phenomenon which is quantified by coding the 

optional responses. The primary data is collected through the questionnaire. The 

questionnaire is asked from different respondents from different areas so the results can 

be better generalized. Sample size is 250 respondents and most of them were from the 

University students as they were the most appropriate respondents to conduct such study 

because they are the people who love to shop than any other segment. As they mostly 

visit to and interact with employees. Some of the respondents are not students but they 

are the also involved in shopping and interact with employees of organization. The 

students were given a questionnaire and before that they were introduced briefly about 

the topic and were explained with the every question of the questionnaire to ensure the 

validity of the questionnaire. Five degrees likert scale is used to discover the correct 

degree of expression of the respondent. The analysis is done through SPSS (20.0). 
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A. Conceptual Framework and Construction of Hypothesis 

 As advertisement is the integral part of the success of business; the business’ try to 

develop the sense of trust in the minds of the customers through their advertisement 

practicing Hi-touch and High-Tech positioning. So, Famousness may contribute to 

develop a perception of trust in the mind of the customer about the business or the sale 

representative.  If the sale representative will demonstrate a very caring behavior towards 

the customer, it will develop a thought of trust in the mind of the customer. Care is not 

the only factor which will affect the buying decision of the customer in future so along 

with care the product should also be of high quality. There are so many customers who 

are only concerned with the quality of the product than any other thing. The customer 

will develop a perception of trust if the good quality product is given to him. If the 

employee remains successful in creating a personal connection with the customer it may 

lead to develop trust between them. If the employee remains successful in creating trust 

environment by watching influencing advertisement, practicing caring behavior, utilizing 

quality product and developing personal connection he will certainly talk positive about 

the product with in his group. There is an inter relationship exists in the Independent 

variables of the study as well among popularity, care, quality and personal connection as 

well which is asked through the questionnaire from the respondents but are not the part of 

proposed model of study so the study can be focused precisely on the variables given in 

model. In light of the above conceptual development about the variables, the following 

hypotheses are constructed. 

 

H1: Popularity positively influences perceptions of trust in the sales 

representative/product/company. 

H2: There is a positive relationship between caring behavior of sales representative and 

trust in the sales representative/product/company 

H3: Good quality product will create a perception of trust in 

representative/product/company.  

H4: There is a positive relationship between personal connection and perceptions of trust 

in the employee.  

H5:  There is a positive relationship between perception of trust and generation of word 

of mouth.  

 

Figure 1: Proposed Study Model 

 

 In the research model there are four independent variables which are popularity, 

care quality and personal connection, trust is the mediating variable which will be 

emerged cause of the independent variables and there is one dependent variable which is 

WOM .The study focuses the relationship of independent variables towards mediating 

variable and also their relationship with dependent variable WOM collectively. 
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III. Data Analysis and Results 
 The study identifies the relationship among the variable given in the research 

model and test the hypothesis of the study. Here the descriptive statistic of the study is 

given. 

 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics 

 N Range Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Influence of advertisement on 
buying behavior 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 1.7600 1.04054 

Companies are biased about 
their products 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.0160 1.12998 

Information given by the 
people is more influential then 
ad 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.1560 1.01972 

People rely on friends 
recommendation while 
shopping 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.6320 1.17904 

While buying expensive 
products friends opinion gets 
important 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.5000 1.21321 

People avoid to use product 
which was negatively judge by 
their family 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.5040 1.19654 

Consumer like to tell their 
experience about a product to 
their friends and family 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 1.9320 1.10828 

People like to browse internet 
to know the views of others 
regarding product  

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.2120 1.18180 

Popularity positively 
influences perceptions of care. 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.2480 1.08035 

Popularity influence the 
development of personal 
connection 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.1600 .94762 

Trust is developed due to 
popularity 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.1480 .96010 

Caring behavior positively 
influences perceptions of trust 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.1200 1.03046 

 A personal connection 
contributes to create 
perceptions of trust. 

250 
 

4.00 1.00 5.00 2.1200 1.04977 

Quality product creates 
perception of trust 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.0100 1.05423 

Trust of the people tends to 
spread WOM 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.0520 1.05725 

Care and Personal connection 
have relationship 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.0600 .98605 

Popularity positively 
contributes to create 
generation of trust. 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.0960 .90001 

Word of mouth is generated 
from trust 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.1120 1.09556 
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 N Range Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 
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connection 
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Trust is developed due to 
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Caring behavior positively 
influences perceptions of trust 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.1200 1.03046 

 A personal connection 
contributes to create 
perceptions of trust. 

250 
 

4.00 1.00 5.00 2.1200 1.04977 

Quality product creates 
perception of trust 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.0100 1.05423 

Trust of the people tends to 
spread WOM 

250 4.00 1.00 5.00 2.0520 1.05725 

Care and Personal connection 
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generation of trust. 
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Word of mouth is generated 
from trust 
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Valid N (list wise) 250      

 

 The above table shows the expression of people towards the questionnaire which 

was asked from them. Likert scale is used in the study (1= strongly agree, 2= agree, 3= 

not sure, 4= disagree, 5= strongly disagree). In the light of the likert scale the above 
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descriptive statistic shows the accurate degree of expression of the respondents. Now the 

relationship is measured among the variables of the study through the chi square test. 

 

Table 2: Chi-square Test 
Variables Chi-Square Value Degree of Freedom P-Value 

Popularity and Trust 40.042
a
 16 .004 

Care and Trust 50.728
a
 16 .000 

Quality and Trust 64.057
a
 16 .000 

Personal Connection and Trust 62.042
a
 16 .000 

Trust and WOM 28.042a 16 .034 

 

 Popularity is gained through the relevant advertisement regarding segment and if it 

is gained better than the competitors it leads to develop trust between the buyer and the 

company/brand/sales representative. As the above table shows that there is a relationship 

between the independent and the mediating variable where it is seen that the p value of 

popularity and trust is 0.004 that shows the significant relationship between these two 

variables so H1 is empirically accepted. There is a significant relationship between care 

and trust which comes under the results of our questions. So if the sales representative 

demonstrates a caring behavior it will lead to develop a sense of trust. As the value is 

lesser than 0.05, so the significant relationship exists between these variables. Personal 

Connection and trust are seen in a significant relationship as the p-value is 0.000 which 

reflects the significant relationship among these variables. The employee customer 

relationship can significantly affect the customer’s WOM behavior and will be a cause of 

generation of positive WOM (Gremler D.D et al., (2001). Personal connection and care 

are the variables which are inter-linked but are not the part of the model. Quality also 

leads to create trust which is considered the strongest factor to create a sense a sense of 

trust. Providing the good recovery service the customer will be satisfied and also do the 

positive WOM (Maxham, 1999). 

 

 The trust backed by these four factors (popularity, care, quality and personal 

connection) leads to create a positive word of mouth communication. Satisfaction and 

trust are closely associated (Ranaweera and Prabhu 2003). But not all of the people create 

word of mouth even after gaining trust in the employee/company/brand (may because of 

their some certain demographic features). Business’ keeping these factors in mind can 

generate loyal customers and their desired financial results efficiently. 

So the proved model of the study is: 

 

Figure 2: Proved Study Model  
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 The model above demonstrates the degree of relationship among variables of the 

study. It demonstrates a significant relationship between popularity and trust, care and 

trust, quality and trust, personal connection and trust and the mediating variable trust 

towards the dependent variable word of mouth. Model shows the relationship between 

variables through their p-values and chi square values. So it proves that the popularity, 

care, quality and personal connection develops perception of trust about the sales 

representative/brand/company which would lead to a positive word of mouth. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
 Now a day, advertisement is a basic source to sell the products and turning them 

into brand. For this, companies invest thousands of money in advertisement. Whereas, 

there are many other ways which are enormously efficient with their low cost; WOM is a 

means through which companies get a hold on their goodwill or may be on to their bad 

will. By improving some factors a company can dig up the real paybacks of positive word 

of mouth. Through this study it is established that trust is generated from various factors 

just like familiarity, quality, care and personal connection which leads to an affirmative 

word of mouth. By a relationship with a customer, a company can generate a Positive 

WOM which will result in a cause of saving of thousand of riches. That does not mean to 

create WOM costs nil; of course WOM starts from familiarity/popularity which is created 

through advertisement. This is how the customer approaches the outlet and meets the 

sales representative who would care, create personal connection and develop some trust 

somehow which may leads towards a positive  word of mouth of not only a product but 

of that outlet and ultimately of the company. So, after appropriate advertisement the 

company should invest in sales representative to have the loyal customers. The study 

empirically concludes that the relationships among these common factors are related with 

the WOM. Company should educate their internal customers so that they could be able to 

make good personal relation with external customers and care of them, this would be 

obliging in generating WOM which actually cost zero of advertisement. In an era of 

competition the companies are following various options of advertisement whereas the 

WOM is the best way to target various on tap customers. 
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